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Replacing your car with an electric scooter for your commute means you need something 
portable. Along with getting you where you need to go, you should be able to take it inside with 
you at the office, the store, restaurants, or anywhere. When you are looking for small and 
portable electric scooters for sale, try fluidfreeride. Here are a few options from the brand. 
 

 
 

fluid Cityrider 
 

The fluid Cityrider is the entry-level mini or micro scooter to beat. The big wooden deck 
screams skateboard more than scooter, weighing only 31 pounds. Like other small electric 
scooters, it folds neatly, with the stem hooking onto the rear bumper. The handlebars can be 
unscrewed for storage. It’s a smooth ride, making it a fun scooter to ride around the city and 
see the sights or zip to your destination. It’s also incredibly durable, as the honeycomb tires 
won’t puncture, while the tubular steel chassis is rock-solid and makes for a quiet ride.  
 

The Cityrider features both a rear drum brake and step-on fender brake, with a regen front 
brake to help conserve power. It even has turn signals. With a lower starting price and low 
maintenance, you are getting more than your money’s worth if you treat it right. 
 

fluid Mosquito 
 

The fluid Mosquito might look like the kick scooters of your childhood at first, but it’s a pocket 
rocket among escooters. It weighs in at only 29 pounds, but it packs a punch, hitting 28 mph 
and has a top range of 22 miles. Nothing else in the ultra-portable electric scooter market 
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comes close. When folded down, it’s simple to tuck it under a desk or in a corner, making it 
more or less disappear until it’s needed.  
 

It offers a rear drum brake, rear step-on brake, and front regen throttle brake. It’s fast, and the 
brakes offer stopping power to match. It’s designed for inner city environments, with dual 
spring suspension to cushion any blows from the road.  
 

fluid Horizon 
 

The Horizon is a step up from the Mosquito in terms of size, similar to the Cityrider. It’s nimble 
enough to be called a mini electric scooter but with less of a compromise of size and speed. It’s 
the Swiss army knife of electric scooters, good at just about everything but with a lower starting 
price than many competitors.  
 

Both the handlebars and stem fold quickly, making it easy to stow. It’s a bit heavier than the 
other options, at 42 pounds, but can hit 23 mph and has a range of 30 miles to compensate. 
The 8.5-inch air-filled front tire and 8-inch solid rear tire make for a smooth ride, while the rear 
drum brake and regen brake work well to stop the scooter.  
 

Find portable adult electric scooters at https://fluidfreeride.com/  

  
Original Source: https://bit.ly/3wO0Jxz 
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